
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Northern Black Forest (M-ID: 2646)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2646-northern-black-forest

from €686.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
5 days

Allow yourself 5 days and the little everyday escape is perfect. About 800 km biking in the middle
and northern Black Forest and the world looks different again.

The Black Forest High Road, Mummelsee and
Schwarzenbachtalsperre with their biker hangouts speak
for themselves here, as they are the epitome of the
northern Black Forest. We will even experience the Kandel,
the Hexenloch and a few other delicacies, but that's not all,
after all there are still many small roads that are worth
exploring.

Tour description:

Day 1: Individual arrival in Appenweier
If necessary, pick up the rental motorcycle, get to know and
briefing

Day 2: Around the Northern Black Forest (valleys, wine and
heights)
On the Baden Wine Road we ride via Kappelrodeck, the seat
of the Hex von Dasenstein, and the pretty flower, wine and
half-timbered village of Sasbachwalden to Baden-Baden,
then via the Rote Lache into the Murg Valley to Forbach.
Kaltenbronn, Baiersbronn and Freudenstadt, with the
largest market place in Germany, are further stops before
we reach the Kinzig valley with the half-timbered and tanner
town of Schiltach, where it is also worthwhile to stretch
your legs. The rafting town of Wolfach is another stop
before we cross the Schönberg Pass to Lahr and return
along the wine route. (... approx. 240km)

Day 3: Via Allerheiligen to Teufelsmühle
Through the Rench and Lierbach valleys we come to
Allerheiligen with its monastery ruins and waterfall before
we reach the Schwarzwaldhochstraße, the first panoramic
road that always offers magnificent views of the Vosges
and the Rhine plain. The legendary Mummelsee is worth a
photo stop, as is the Schwarzenbachtalsperre. On the way
to the Teufelsmühle we can also stretch our feet on the

short footpath to the Teufelsloch, an interesting rock
formation. Passing the Nagoldstausee, we reach
Freudenstadt and Bad Rippoldsau to return to our quarters
via the Black Forest High Road. (... approx. 240km)

Day 4: Through the Hexenloch to the Hex vom Dasenstein
Today we cross the northern and central Black Forest. Over
the Löcherberg, Strittberg and Gscheid we reach Waldkirch,
from where we take a highlight, the Kandel from the north
side under the wheels. With a dream route we continue, via
St. Peter and St. Märgen, with always wonderful views, into
the Hexenloch, to Dreistegen. Furtwangen, Prechtal and
Wolftal are further stages before we wish the Hex vom
Dasenstein a good evening in Kappelrodeck. (... approx.
260km)

Day 5: Departure day
After about 750km of everyday life escape, it is time to say
goodbye and everyone starts his individual journey home
with new energy. The riders with rental motorcycles ride
back to the landlord together.

But Psst, not everything is revealed, so just take a look!
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Countries Germany

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

motorcycle rent optional

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

2 star hotel

3 star hotel

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Level of difficulty medium

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in shared twin/double room (the booking of a double room is only available for
a booking of two people. All single travelers are asked to choose the single room
surcharge.):

€686.00

per pillion passenger in shared twin/double room: €598.00

per person single room (surcharge) - (surcharge, only available with an additional
selection of the basic price "per rider in shared twin/double room"):

€99.00

-

Rent a motorcycle: available models and prices on request: BMW, HONDA, DUCATI

Included

4 nights with breakfast

Tour guide with motorcycle

4 dinners

Travel security note

Not included

arrival and departure

Insurance
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Gasoline

Rental car

Everything that is not listed under services

More details

Participants: Minimum number of participants 5 riders, maximum number of participants 8 riders

5 days including arrival and departure

3 riding days

approx. 800km riding distance

Tour start: Appenweier

End of tour: Appenweier

Accommodation: From a country inn with comfortable country-style rooms (shower/WC or bath/WC), to a
three-star hotel with comfortable rooms (shower/WC or bath/WC)

Experience on windy, narrow mountain roads is required.
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